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Do You Feel the Fever by Jeff “Big Shooter” Menter ‘90 
 

Bill Lefevre, a shy and athletically challenged young man from West Allis, Wisconsin 

chose Carthage for his educational experience. Bill attended Carthage from the fall of 

1978 through his graduation in the spring of 1983. During his tenure as a Turtle at 

Carthage, Bill was self-proclaimed as the “Dullest” Turtle of the ‘80’s when compared to 

his pledge class legends Pete “The Meat” Salamoun, Ken Paulson, Pat “Party Down” 

Koepp and pledge father Tim Block. Even the “Dull” can succeed at Carthage when 

given the chance. Bill was elected Tau Sigma Chi President in the fall of 1982 following 

a special election due to the serving Turtle President (name withheld) was asked to leave 

Carthage (reasons not stated) and never to return. Now that Bill was Turtle President he 

could now “Feel the Fever”, but unfortunately this sensation did not help his intramural 

or club athletic careers. Not for a lack of trying and increased enthusiasm, Bill continued 

to “Feel the Fever”, but was still restricted by poor agility and lack of speed, so he joined 

the Rugby Club. It turned out that Bill was as better drinker than rugby player, so he 

focused his efforts on the Turtle Presidency and his new found sport of drinking, which 

he ultimately became Captain. In the midst of all his shenanigans, Bill was able to meet a 

lovely young lady, Amy Malicdem (’84). Bill and Amy married after graduation and 

currently reside in Waukegan, Illinois. Bill has been working as a Purchasing Manager 

for Holbrook Manufacturing in Wheeling, Illinois since 2007. Bill is still trying to 

overcome his athletic challenges by bowling and playing golf in his spare time. In 

closing, I have shared many beers with Bill and Amy over the years at homecoming and 

Turtle alumni functions and look forward to it for years to come.   
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